1953 chevy tail light

Enclosed on this page is some basic technical information on the and Chevrolets. Many of
these requests have come from our webpage viewers sending us requests. Just look at the
subject links below and click on the topic of interest. Light Bulb Types and Numbers. Replacing
the Generator with an Alternator. Hood and Trunk Grommet Locations. Location of various hood
grommets and trunk weather sealing. There are 4 grommets on each side of the front hood as
shown in the photos. The trunk has a weather seal that only extends part way down the metal
channel, as noted in the last picture. Horn Problems. I had the most difficult horn issue that is
possible to have on my Bel-Air. One day the horn started blaring in my parents garage where
the car is stored and of course I wasn't around. Luckily my dad disconnected the wires to the
horns to shut down the noise. After I checked out the horn relay and determined that it was fine
checked it with ohmmeter for continuity , I concluded that the problem was in the horn ring area
of the steering wheel. This was determined by disconnecting the wire that comes from the horn
button the wire which traverses down the steering column shaft and connects to a wire that
goes through the firewall connecting to the horn relay and troubleshooting as follows:. This is
the bad one that I removed from my car. To test and see if the USWB is bad with age, the rubber
deteriorates and shorts can occur as picture 2 illustrates , find the wire that comes from the
USWB and goes down the steering wheel shaft and connects to a wire that goes through the
firewall and connects to the horn relay. Disconnect the wires so the wire coming from the USWB
is not connected to anything. This can all be done without removing the steering wheel If the
ohmmeter shows zero ohms or low resistance, the problem is either a shorted wire from the
USWB that goes up the steering shaft column and shorts to ground or a shorted USWB itself
bad rubber scenario. In other words, you have a short. If the meter doesn't move, then, press
the horn ring on the steering wheel honk your horn. If the meter moves to zero ohms each time
you press the horn ring, then, your problem is not in the steering wheel area or USWB. This
means your horn ring and switch circuitry is ok. You need to go back and check the horn relay
portion of the circuit. The steps below show how to remove the old USWB and install a new one.
View of the back. Here is where you can barely see the old rubber dried up between the brass
inner and our collar. This causes the short. To get at the turn signal switch and USWB, remove
the 3 screws holding the horn ring. Be careful not to loose the plastic insulators. Next, remove
the plastic "Horn Pivot Ring". Take careful note, how it lines up with all screw holes. Remove
the "Horn Contact Plate". There is a bevel to the metal plate. When laying in the steering wheel,
the bevel arches upwards. Remove the turn signal switch. Then, slowly pry out the old USWB.
Be sure you disconnect the wire from the USWB down below. View of new USWB installed. Use
a piece of 2x2x12" soft wood against the brass part of the bearing and hit the wood softley to
drive the rubber portion of the bearing into the stearing wheel shaft column. Light Bulb Types.
That is the question. Well, most of us know that converting to 12 volts is more efficient and a
better way to go on a conversion. But, being an being Electronic Engineer, I decided to actually
convert to a 6 volt alternator instead of going to 12 volt system. I hated to convert to an
alternator system because I was trying to keep the car as original as possible. But, let's face it.
The 6 volt generator just can't cut the mustard on this car. I couldn't turn my radio on without
discharging the battery. Every owner has specific situations for what they want to do. My
reasons were as follows:. I didn't want to mess with changing out to 12 volt light bulbs and the
ignition coil. I didn't want to put dropping resistors in to reduce the voltage for the heater. I
didn't want to add Runtz resistors for the gas gauge, etc. Finally, a dropping resistor is no way
to treat an original 6 volt radio. That's pretty darn high when you just want to put around town.
The alternator will deliver full output current when the engine RPM exceeds to Therefore, you
get more charging current when your going slow. I initially ordered a 6 volt alternator from
Chevs of the 40s along with the universal mounting bracket kit I recommend that you do not buy
this kit , little did I know at the time that there was a better solution available. The alternator is
made by Fifth Avenue from a company in Kansas. This delivers a regulated 7. I removed the old
generator and started assembling the quote "universal alternator mounting bracket" that I got
from Chevs of the 40s. See photos 3 and 4. So, I swapped mounts photos 5 and 6 and the new
one worked like a charm. Wiring Steps for the new Alternator :. All of the pictures below are
expandable showing more detail. Be sure to allow enough time for them to load. Then, move
your mouse over the picture, click the arrow box on the lower right part of the picture to enlarge
it. Picture 11 is how the original generator is wired from the factory. This is good for reference.
Remove the generator and keep all the wires in place in the car to connect up to the Alternator
as you will need the heavy Dark Brown wire. Install the Alternator. Refer to picture When your
ready to wire the Alternator, remove the 2 heavy Red wires that are connected to terminal 1 on
the voltage regulator. Remove the heavy Dark Brown wire from terminal 2 of the voltage
regulator. Insert the plastic plug that came with the Alternator into the socket on the Alternator.
This plug has a short Red and a long Yellow wire connected to it. See picture 9. Connect the far

end the end that use to connect to the generator of the heavy Dark Brown wire to the
Alternators Red terminal screw. Also connect the short Red wire that comes from the Alternator
plug to this screw on the Alternator. Secure the nut. Connect the 2 heavy Red wires and the
other end of the heavy Dark Brown wire from steps 4 and 5 above together. I bolted them
together with a fairly heavy screw 10 will work and nut. Then, I taped the nut and screw with
black electrical tape to prevent it from shorting anything. See picture 10 below. Route the long
Yellow wire from the Alternator plug up along next to the heavy Dark Brown wire where it runs
along the wheel well. I continued to route the yellow wire along the back firewall, in back of the
engine, and down to the Ignition coil. You can see the Yellow wire in pictures 8,9, and Use wire
ties to secure this. The voltage regulator is no longer needed. I left the Blue wire still connected
even though it does not do anything now in the new configuration. You do not have to do
anything else. When you start the car, be sure to double check and make sure the fan belt rides
well etc. This is the baby you need. See the Resource page to get the phone numbers. Patrick's
also includes the exact new top mount arm for the alternator. Fits like a glove. The old stock
arm typically will not work with alternator. The 2 heavy red wires and the Dark Brown wire from
the Alternator is bolted toghether under the wad of black tape. This is the configuration of the
generator wiring system as made from the factory. Compare this to picture 12 and read text
about how to make the wiring mods. Print out and follow the pictorial on how this mod is done.
It is very simple to wire. If your dashboard lights don't turn-on when you pull you headlight
switch, and you are sure all your bulbs are wiring is ok, chances are you have a bad light
dimmer control in the actual headlight switch. To verify this, you need to remove the actual
headlight switch from the car and do some continuity testing or a close up visual inspection. To
remove the headlight switch, first push the little button on the switch to release and pull out the
knob shaft. Then, unscrew the set screw and remove the switch. Get some marking tape and
label all the wires that connect to the switch to make sure you get them on the correct switch
terminals when you are finished. Referring to Figure 1 below, voltage is applied to the dimmer
control through terminals A and B. It is very common for the dimmer coil to be burned out.
When this happens, there is an open circuit and no voltage will be sent to the dashboard lights
via Terminal A. Instead of buying a new headlight switch, it is possible, depending on where
your open is on the coil, to repair the open circuit. If you look close in Figure 2, you can see
where this coil opened up. The open coil is just a coil turn to the right of where I inserted a wire
in the coil unit itself. To fix this, just insert a small piece of 22 or 20 AWG wire in-between two
good coils previous to the "open". This is shown in Figure 2. Connect the other end of the wire
to Terminal A. This will shunt the open and will make the dimmer control functional again. Note,
that you can't solder a wire to the nichrome coil, as the solder does not stick. So, the friction of
the wire stuck in-between the coils will hold up for normal dimmer use. Thus, saving you having
to buy a new hard to find, headlight switch. Headlight switch. Fixed up with a wire inserted in
the dimmer coil to bypass the open circuit. Figure 1 Headlight switch. Figure 2 Fixed up with a
wire inserted in the dimmer coil to bypass the open circuit. Horn Problems I had the most
difficult horn issue that is possible to have on my Bel-Air. This was determined by
disconnecting the wire that comes from the horn button the wire which traverses down the
steering column shaft and connects to a wire that goes through the firewall connecting to the
horn relay and troubleshooting as follows: Become familiar with the "Under Steering Wheel
Bearing USWB " shown in Pictures 1, 2, and 3 below. Back Side View of the back. Front View.
Horn Contact Plate Showing the slight bevel. Top View - Completed Installation Reverse
procedure to install wheel and horn switch components. Light Bulb Types Bulb Location. The
old generator and alternator Black generator and new 7. Typical Tools Needed Ratchet and open
end wrentches. Universal Alternator Bracket Assembled alternator bracket. What a mess this is.
Don't buy it! Attached to Alternator See the slopply way this fits on to the alternator. Buy This
Mount This is the baby you need. Mount and Alternator Nice clean assembley. Support Arm
Patrick's also includes the exact new top mount arm for the alternator. Installed and Wired
Everything lines up perfect. Close Up You will also need a bit longer fan belt. I installed a Gates
Close up of Mod The 2 heavy red wires and the Dark Brown wire from the Alternator is bolted
toghether under the wad of black tape. Wiring Diagram of Stock System This is the
configuration of the generator wiring system as made from the factory. Wiring of Alternator
Configuration Print out and follow the pictorial on how this mod is done. Dashboard Lights
Don't Turn-on: Fixing Headlight Switch If your dashboard lights don't turn-on when you pull you
headlight switch, and you are sure all your bulbs are wiring is ok, chances are you have a bad
light dimmer control in the actual headlight switch. Search Search the 'Bolt - more than , pages
of info. Start here if you're hunting! Discussion Forums More than 38, registered Stovebo lters
from around the world talking old trucks, and sharing technical help. Gallery More than 3, old
truck stories with photos from Stovebolters worldwide! Tech Tips Helpful tips on truck

restoration, identification, preservation; project stories, Build Blogs and Stovebolt histories.
Events Find out who's doing what, where and when! See who else is in your neighborhood with
an old truck. FAQs Nothing new under the sun Features Sagas, Feature Stories and some stuff
we've done here and there and don't know where else to put it! Stovebolt Hoo-ya 'Bolter wear,
calendars, bling and other goodies! Home Return to the home page. Have you read our review?
Stovebolt Calendars. Check for details! Will be updating all year 'round! Have you checked the
forums? You have an old truck and an insatiable desire to work on it, drive it, learn more about
it. You are not alone. There are others like you The Parking Lot. The Shop Area. Just remember
-- restoring a bigger truck is not for the feint of heart, weak of arm or small of garage. Check it
out! It seems so simple. It seems so common. But ahhh Turn signals were not a factory option.
It wasn't until that they became just that - an option! Back "in those days" folks were still using
hand signals. So, here we've got some help for those who have "updated" their old Bolt so they
can keep their hands on the wheel. A most common question. This seems to be one of the most
common questions concerning these old trucks. Prior to , turn signals were not a factory
option. Until , they were still just that -- an option. Back in those days, the hand signal was used.
It served its purpose back then but nowadays most people would have no idea what you were
signaling. So among the current safety items we add to our trucks, turn signals are near the top
of the list. There are several types and brands of aftermarket switches available and many of our
old trucks have been outfitted with them already. But if your's hasn't, here are some tips to
guide you through it. One of the most popular brands is Signal-Stat. There are three types of
turn signal switches. The basic unit uses a separate set of lights while another type uses the
same lights the brake lights use. The third type uses the brake lights and also incorporates an
emergency flasher. As previously stated, this unit uses separate lights from your brake light
units so you will have to acquire some lights and figure out where you want them mounted. For
the front signals, the parking light sockets can be converted for two-filament bulbs using kits
available from most vendors. It will use a two terminal flasher. I recommend fusing the system.
Pick up an in-line fuse holder and a 5-amp fuse when you buy your flasher. You need to figure a
way to mount your flasher. It can be as simple as taping it to your steering column out of view,
or you can use a flasher bracket from a donor vehicle. Connect the Yellow wire from the switch
to the â€” side of the flasher. Run wires from the switch to the individual lights using the colors
listed above. Be sure your light units are well grounded. Hook up the battery and check your
work. This unit uses the brake lights for signaling turns. When engaged, it sends power from
the flasher to one brake light and power from the brake light switch to the other brake light. My
example is the Signal-Stat Model You already have a wire from the brake light switch to the left
rear brake light. Splice a wire from the cut brake line wire to the Gray wire of the signal switch.
Run a new wire from the Black wire of the signal switch to the right brake light. The one for the
brake light will have to be cut and terminated. Leave the taillights connected to each other. Run
the wires to the front lights following the color code. Connect the Yellow and Blue wires of the
signal switch to the L and P terminals, respectively, of the flasher. Make sure your light
assemblies are all well grounded. You should be all wired and ready for a test run. Hook up the
battery and check it out. If your truck is a Task Force These can be wired in using instrument
light sockets from a parts truck wired to the front signal wires. You'll need an ohm meter for
checking continuity and a pencil and pad for writing what you find. It makes it easier if you have
alligator clips for your meter. You need a grid to chart your findings on. I used a lined legal pad
and drew vertical lines to make as many boxes as I had wires. Then I labeled the grid with the
wire colors. It looks like this. A switch that hasn't been used in a while is bound to have some
corrosion, cobwebs and cooties on the contacts. So before you start checking, cycle your
switch from left to right several times to help assure good continuity. Now with the switch in the
off position, clip your ohm meter lead to the first wire and check for continuity with each other
wire. When you find continuity, place an X in that wire's square. After checking each wire, move
your lead to the next wire and again check each other wire. Mark your findings on your chart.
Repeat until you have checked each wire to all the others. When I finished, my chart looked like
this:. Now put your switch in the left turn position and make another chart. Check each wire to
the others and find where you have continuity in this configuration. Mark it on your chart. Now
go to the right turn position and make a chart for it. My finished charts looked like this:. OK,
now it's time to put your powers of reasoning and deduction to work. Let's see if we can figure
this out. The first thing we take into account is the fact that only the brake lights work when the
switch is off. Looking at the "OFF" chart we see that pink, white and black all have continuity.
From this we can deduce that one is from the brake light switch and the other two go to the
brake lights. But which is which? Let's have a look at that chart for the left position. In it we see
that, of the three wires in question, only the white and black have continuity here. With our
powers of deduction we now know one of these is the power from the brake light switch and the

other is to the right brake light. How do we know it's the right brake light? It's the one on when
the left side is flashing. Now let's look at that right position chart. Here we see that white and
pink have continuity. AHA again. The white one has to be the one giving the power and the pink
one is the left brake light. That makes the black one the right brake light. OK, we have the brake
lights figured out. What about the turn lights? Well let's study those charts some more. We
already know the left brake light is pink and the right one is black. So when the left signal is on
something is sending power to the pink wire. Looking at the chart we see it's the yellow wire.
And what is that yellow wire doing with the switch in the right position? Why it's sending power
to the black wire. But wait, it's also sending power to the dark blue wire. Using our reasoning
powers, we know that has to be the right front signal. And looking back at the left position chart,
we see that yellow is also sending power to the light blue wire in that position so that is the left
front signal. This system uses a two terminal flasher. I'm really not sure what your chart would
look like if your's uses a three terminal flasher. I don't have one to wring out. I obtained the
colors for the Signal-Stat Model from an on-line diagram. The difference will be one more wire
for the flasher. But if you chart it out like I showed you, you should be able to use those powers
of reasoning and deduction to figure it out. This electrical stuff is easy if you just think about it.
One more thing before I go. That GMC turn signal switch will work on your Chevy and vice
versa. You might be able to make it fit your and older column, too. If anyone does, let us know
in the forums. When you find one in a wrecking yard, be sure to also get the canceling bracket
off the steering wheel while you're there. The same switch was used on the second series GMCs
for sure and possibly even later. You can contact Cletis in the forums. He is the moderator of
General Truck Forum. Around the 'Bolt Great truck photos! For helping make Stovebolt. Big Bolt
Stickers. How do I wire my turn signals? More electrical questions? Check the Electrical Bay
Forum. No parts of this site, its contents, photos or graphics may be used without permission.
Watch the transformation here! These 12 volt LED tail lights fit most Chevrolet trucks that use
two staggered bolts on the rear for mounting. A total of 45 super bright red LEDs mount in a
stainless steel housing. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart. In Stock. Select your
vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to Buildlist.
Click to Login. Tail Light Component:. Complete Assembly. OEM Replacement:. Select Side to
see. Bulb Type:. Lens Material:. Lens Color:. Housing Material:. Stainless Steel. Overall Width:.
Overall Height:. Sold in Quantity:. Part :. The right passenger side taillight does not have a
license plate light. Item Details With license plate light provision. Ground shipping only in the
contiguous US. Related Products. More Like This. View All Tail Lights and Components. View
All Speedway Tail Lights. Tail Light Assy, RH. Our side mirrors with LED turn signals are a quick
upgrade you can make to your car to set it apart. Speedway Motors employee Pat O. Why
convert to an LED-style headlight or taillight system? Click here to find out how to do it the easy
way! Vulcan Redux Part Two. Welcome back to the Vulcan Project! Product guru Jeff K.
Speedway Motors employee Jason L. They aren't just for Models A's anymore! Check out this
headlight wiring and taillight wiring diagram. You May Also Like. For All Cars and Trucks. Only
require Dual element bulb for brake, turn signal and ru These all new taillights feature smooth
styling in a clean and easy to install package. Billet aluminum bezels are precision machined
from T6 aluminum and polished to per These all new taillights feature vintage ribbed styling in a
clean and easy to install package. Billet aluminum bezels are precision machined from T6
aluminum and polishe Chrome trim with lens and reflector. Note: tail lights. These fits cars, cars
without trunk For Chevrolet Cars. White LED license light. These fits cars, These fits cars, cars
without trunk and some Sedan De These fits cars, cars without trun These fits car This is a left
taillight assembly with red LED lights and a black housing. Has a white LED license light on
bottom of housing. Includes the wiring pigtail. For Chevrolet Trucks. Right hand side. This is a
right taillight assembly with red LED lights. It has a stainless steel housing. Left side. Note:
These fit Sedan Deliveries and Wagons. It has a chrome housing. Includes t This is for a 3 inch
tail light. It's an LED with a built-in reflector and amber in color. Fits car or trucks. For Chevrolet
Cars and Trucks. This is a complete left taillight assembly with a red lens that fits '53 Chevy
Panel, Suburban or any street rod application. The housing comes in chrome. For turn signal
Includes l For Cars. For Trucks. This is a complete taillight assembly with an amber glass lens
that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street rod application. The housing comes primered.
For turn sig This is a complete taillight assembly with a clear lens and red LED's that fits '53
Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street rod application. This is a complete taillight assembly with
a clear lens and amber LED's that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street rod application.
This is a complete taillight assembly with an amber lens that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or
any street rod application. The housing comes chrome. For turn signal and For t This is a
complete taillight assembly with a red lens that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street rod
application. For turn signal and t Includes lens This is a complete taillight assembly with a red

lens right side that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street rod application. For turn s
Polycarbonate lens, chrome rim, black housing and mounting hardware. Gasket not included.
Epoxy coated, fully sealed electronics. Flat surface mount pair of LED tail lights with complete
housing and chrome bezels. Complete assembly with stainless steel rim. Right side. Flush
mounting surface. Stainless trim with lens and reflector. Complete assembly with rim, sockets,
reflector and lenses. LED lenses. Mounting hardware and body seal included Fits This taillight
is a replica of a Ford teardrop style. It's a complete unit with housing, stainless rim and red LED
light. For 12 volt only. Will not work on a 6 volt s For Ford Cars and Trucks. This is a flush
mount LED replica of a Ford teardrop style tail light. It's a complete tail lamp assembly with very
bright and visible LEDs for the stop, tail, and tur This is replica of a 40 Ford "Chevron" style tail
light back side of flat mount light 12 volt only, will not work with 6 volt. For All Ford Cars and
Trucks. Flat surface mount for stock Plymouth cars 12 volt systems only. Includes chrome bezel
and gaskets. Matching LED 3rd brake light also available. For Plymouth Cars. This taillight is a
complete flush mounted unit with a chrome rim and red LED light. It has turn signal,brake and
running light capabilities. For All Pontiac Cars and Trucks. This is a complete flush mount unit
with a chrome rim and a spider web style overlay. Bright red LED light. Turn signal, marker and
brake light. This is a taillight assembly with red LED lights and a black housing. Made for a
Wiring de This is a taillight assembly with red LED lights and a stainless steel housing. This
retaining ring is for non bed-roll applications. Use it for mounting the bed-roll LED to a flat
panel. These hole caps are made of billet aluminum with a polished bezel. A clear lens protects
the 12 volt 19 LED light inside. The Red lamp is dual intensity for applications combi For All
Chevrolet Trucks. Amber for turn signals single intensity. All lighte White for backup lights
single intensity. All light Bed side hole caps with a red light in the middle of the hole cap.
Includes red lens and a 12 volt light. The bulb is a type miniature single filament bulb commonly
used i Bed side hole caps with a red reflector in the middle of the hole cap. Here's a
replacement lens that's red in color. For a 3 inch LED tail light. Here's a replacement lens that's
clear in color. Comes with pigtail not with a socket or finished connector Note: These fit cars, 39
cars wi This is a right replacement taillight lens with red LED lights that fits into stock a
housing. Comes with pigtail not with a socket or finished connector 12 volt only, will Epoxy
coated, fully sealed electronics with solid state circuit boards designed for 7. Improved rear
visibility, looks stock. Exc Fleetline 4-door, Sedan Delivery and Wagon. Plastic red tail light lens
with 16 red LEDs. This is a taillight lens with red LED lights. Solid state circuit board. Will not fit
into stock a housing. This LED conversion fits a 3 inch housing. Has a red lens. It fits car or
trucks. Will not work with 6 volt. Replacement for stock Chevy Stepside trucks and customs.
Replacement for stock Chevy Fleetside trucks and customs. Comes with pigtail not with a
socket or finished connector 12 volt only, will no Tail Light Lens. Left hand side. Comes with
pigtail not with a socket or finished connector. Blue dot can be controlled separately by a toggle
This is a right replacement taillight lens with blue dot. Red LED lights. Fits into stock a housing.
Comes with pigtail not with a socket or finished connector 12 volt only, For Chevrolet. Has a
amber lens. Backup light lens. Plugs into stock socket. Clear lens, white LEDs. Sequential lights
have a switch o Comes with pigtail not with a socket or finished connector 12 volt Tail Light
Lens with blue dot. Replacement for stock Ford cars. For Ford Cars. This is a right side
replacement for stock Ford trucks. For Ford Trucks. Replica of a Ford teardrop. Fully sealed
electronics with plug. Designed for 7. Replica of a Ford teardrop With Blue Dot. For Ford. Create
an account Click here for recovery or learn your account. First Prev ious 1 2 Next Last. Street
Rod Part More Details. This flush mount "Lens Only" panel kit measures 4 inches with metal
plate. Has an amber single slot rectangular lens with rounded ends. For All Cars and Trucks.
This flush mount lens panel kit measures 4 inches. To complete This flush mount lens panel kit
measures 6 inches. To complete this light set order l Turn Signal Kit with 2 12v halogen bulbs,
wire harness, flasher sockets and switch. Specify year when ordering. For Chevrolet Cars. LED
This is a flush mount lens panel kit. It's a 4 inch standard profile housing for use with 4 inch
double row light panels. To complete your light set you will need to selec This is a right side
replacement for stock Ford trucks. For Ford Trucks. This is a left side replacement for stock
Ford trucks. Includes LED license light. This is a taillight assembly with red LED lights and a
black housing. Includes the wiring pigtail. Made for a Wiring de For Chevrolet Trucks. This is a
taillight assembly with red LED lights and a stainless steel housing. This is a taillight lens with
red LED lights. Solid state circuit board. Will not fit into stock a housing. This is the gasket for
taillight lens trim on a This is a glass taillight lens for This is a red glass taillight lens with a
white outlined bowtie. This is a tail light rim that is chrome with a bowtie center for The gasket
for this rim is sold separately as part This is a complete taillight assembly with a red glass lens
that fits '53 Chevy Panel and Suburban or any street rod application. The housing comes
already primered. This is a complete taillight assembly with a red glass lens that fits '53 Chevy

Panel, Suburban or any street rod application. The housing comes in chrome. This is a
complete left taillight assembly with a red lens that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street
rod application. For turn signal For Trucks. This is a complete taillight assembly with an amber
glass lens that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street rod application. The housing comes
primered. For turn sig This is a complete taillight assembly with a clear lens and red LED's that
fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street rod application. This is a complete taillight
assembly with a clear lens and amber LED's that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street
rod application. This is a complete taillight assembly with an amber lens that fits '53 Chevy
Panel, Suburban or any street rod application. The housing comes chrome. For turn signal and
For t This is a complete taillight assembly with a red lens that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or
any street rod application. For turn signal and t This is a complete taillight assembly with a red
lens right side that fits '53 Chevy Panel, Suburban or any street rod application. For turn s
These are the round gaskets for taillights on Panel and Suburban with the optional taillights.
They measure 3 inches in diameter and include 2 pieces. This is the taillight rim or trim ring for
a Panel and Suburban with the optional tail lights. Measures 3 inches in diameter. This is a
glass taillight lens for Panel and Suburban with optional tail lights. It fits a 3 inch housing. This
is a glass taillight lens with a 'Blue Dot' already installed for Panel and Suburban with the
optional tail lights. These are the pads for the Panel and Suburban with the optional 3 inch
round taillights. Includes 2 pads. This is a taillight assembly with a black housing for a Comes
complete with the boot and pigtail. Wiring depends This is a taillight assembly with a stainless
steel housing for a This is a stainless steel rim or trim ring for the taillight on a This is a rubber
boot for the tail light pigtail. It helps keep moisture out of your light housing. This is a taillight
pigtail with bulb contacts on the wires. This gasket is for the license light lens on a Panel or
Suburban with barn doors. This is a gasket for the taillight lens on a Panel or Suburban with
barn doors. The lens that goes with this gasket is sold separately as part This is a plastic
taillight lens with a 'Blue Dot' installed for a Panel or Suburban with barn doors in the rear. This
is a taillight lens with a 'Blue Dot' installed for a Panel or Suburban with barn doors in the rear.
This is the pad for the taillight on a Panel or Suburban with a tailgate. This is the rubber pad for
the taillight on a Panel or Suburban with barn doors. These are the rear contacts for taillights on
the drivers side rear door of your Panel or Suburban. This is a left side taillight bracket like the
original. Made of steel and painted black. This is a right side taillight bracket like the original.
Made of steel and chrome plated. It also serves as a mount for your license plate. This is a
stainless steel taillight bracket for the right side on a When you install these on your vehicle,
rust is a thing of the past. This is a stainless steel taillight bracket for the left side on a This is a
left side taillight bracke like the original that also serves as a mount for your license plate. This
is a stainless steel combination taillight and license plate bracket for the left side on a The left
side is sold separat This is a left side taillight bracket made like the original that also serves as
a mount for your license plate. This is a right side taillight bracket made like the original. This is
the gasket for the license light lens for The glass lens shown is sold separately as part This is a
license plastic light lens for The gasket shown is sold separately as part These are the license
light lens retainer clips and screws for Includes 2 clips and 2 screws. This is a glass license
light lens for This is stainless steel wire conduit for the taillight wire. It measures 19 inches in
length. Sold as a pair. It measures 12 inches in length. These are for the perfectionist. Original
style retainer to hold tail light conduit The conduit is sold separately as part Flat surface mount
for stock Plymouth cars 12 volt systems only. Includes chrome bezel and gaskets. Matching
LED 3rd brake light also available. For Plymouth Cars. It's a 10 inch low profile housing for use
with 10 inch single row light panels. To complete your light set you will need to select a It's a 10
inch standard profile housing for use with 10 inch double row light panels. To complete your
light set you will need to sel It's a 12 inch low profile housing for use with 12 inch single row
light panels. It's a 12 inch standard profile housing for use with 12 inch double row light panels.
It's a 16 inch low profile housing for use with 16 inch single row light panels. It's a 16 inch
standard profile housing for use with 16 inch double row light panels. It's a 4 inch low profile
housing for use with 4 inch single row light panels. To complete your light set you will need to
select a s It's a 6 inch housing for use with 6 inch single row light panels. For All. It's a 6 inch
standard profile housing for use with 6 inch double row light panels. It's a 8 inch low profile
housing for use with 8 inch single row light panels. It's a 8 inch standard profile housing for use
with 8 inch double row light panels. This LED 3rd brake light has built-in turn signals. The
housing is billet aluminum and has a universal mount. This is a great product to modernize your
older car and prevent r To complete this light set you To complete this light set you must ord
Has red oval slotted lens. To complete thi To complete this light set order light Has red teardrop
shaped lens. This is a flush mount lens panel kit - 6 inch red, Chevrolet double bow tie lens. To
complete this light set you must order ligh This flush mount lens panel kit measures 8 inches.

Has red angled slotted lens with rounded ends. Has a double rectangular slot lens with rounded
ends. To complete this light s Has a single rectangular slot lens with rounded ends. To
complete this light set you must order l This flush mount lens panel kit and the lens measures
10 inches. Create an account Click here for recovery or learn your account. Vehicle: - Switch to
Car. First Prev ious 1 2 3 4 Next Last. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Watch the transformation here! These 12 volt
LED tail lights fit most Chevrolet trucks that use two staggered bolts on the rear for mounting. A
total of 45 super bright red LEDs mount in a stainless steel housing. The right passenger side
taillight does not have a license plate light. Item DetailsWith license plate light provision. Skip to
main content. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock.
Visit the Speedway Motors Store. About this item This fits your. Customers who bought this
item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. No customer reviews.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. These red polycarbonate tail light
lens for Fits Chevy passenger cars feature 40 super bright red LED's. Skip to main content.
Fastest delivery: Feb 26 - March 3. Only 16 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Speedway Motors. Sold by. Visit the Speedway Motors Store. About this item This fits
your. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
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like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. No customer reviews. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

